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Happy New Year, Reader! And Welcome to our new subscribers! 

Take a moment to thank yourself for taking the first step in Self Love and Self Care  by nurturing your 
Inner Child through Creativity!  

Your Soul will thank you later for this later! 😀  

In these monthly newsletters I ask you to challenge yourself by gathering some pretty basic materials 
and taking a Spiritual Journey through making art.  

You are not required or expected to have any experience in making art.  

All that is asked of you is that you have an open mind and use your imagination.  

This is supposed to be a fun, carefree challenge; a way to get back to that place buried deep inside of 
you that allowed you to be a judgement-free child artist.  

Make a mess, get your hands dirty, share your imagery with your loved ones, and allow your Creative 
Path to unfold before your eyes! 

Don't forget to praise yourself for a job well done! You've taken a very important step in Self growth 
and discovery! 

Please share your thoughts, process, experiences, and images with us - email 
SublimationCoach@gmail.com to have your story posted the Facebook page! 

Until next month... 
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The turning of a new year is always a time of change; people create lists of goals and resolutions and 
make promises for a new way of being and living.  

Change may be overwhelming, especially for those who do not welcome unexpected changes, 
resulting in feelings of anxiety and loss of control.  

You don't have to enter the new year with such negative and unwelcome feelings.  

With this month's Creative challenge, you can map out expected changes in 2013 to identify ways to 
manage change that are not self- destructive or ineffective, and you will have a great visual of to keep 
nearby - a win/win! 
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Materials: 
Large sheet of drawing paper 
markers or colored pencils 
(optional) magazines, scissors, glue sticks 

Instructions: 
• Make a list of expected changes that are coming in 2013. For example: moving, starting school, new 

job, travel/vacation, new baby, etc. 

• Color code the items in terms of difficulty with red being the most challenging and or anxiety 
provoking, and blue being welcomed and easier to adjust to. 

• Incorporating the color coding, draw a road map similar to a road trip itinerary, with each change 
being a “stop” on the map route. 

• Brainstorm on what "road side assistance" or services will be helpful for managing the changes and 
show them on the map as well. For example, on a road trip it is important to know where you can get 
gas or meals along the way; or where to build in a rest stop or a time for some scenic viewing. Using 
this analogy helps to view the changes ahead as part of Life’s Journey and to instill a sense of 
control over the circumstances that lie ahead. 

Sampled from www.arttherapyblog.com
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